
The First Enterprise Digital Asset Finance Platform

Introducing Bitwave
Bitwave is the first digital asset finance platform designed specifically to manage the intersection of
cryptocurrency tax, accounting, and compliance, transforming unmanaged risk into strategic
business advantage and allowing enterprises to survive and thrive in the financial revolution made
possible by cryptocurrency.

The Bitwave Solution

Built from the beginning as an enterprise solution, Bitwave delivers a full-featured software solution
designed to help enterprises manage, account for, and handle taxes around cryptocurrencies and
tokens. Reconcile transactions from the blockchain directly into your accounting solutions. Handle
crypto invoicing, Bill Pay, AR/AP, bookkeeping, and mark-to-market-- all in a single platform. Or use
our digital asset treasury management features to track tokens, mining revenue, DeFi investments,
and staking revenue.
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Account For Everything

Bitwave eliminates the challenge of syncing your cryptocurrencies with your accounting system.
We integrate directly with leading accounting solutions, including Quickbooks, NetSuite, Sage, and
Xero, which means no more error-prone spreadsheets or time consuming manual uploads.

Bitwave tracks every transaction, including DeFi trades, supports a powerful rules engine for
matching and an easy to use interface for manual coding, and syncs this info into your accounting
system (or exports it to fit your offline process). However you work, Bitwave can support you.

Keep your books up to date with our easy workflow for categorizing, journaling, and reconciling
crypto and blockchain transactions. Bitwave offers highly configurable methods to record cost
basis and exchange rates so you can easily account for the changes in the value of your digital
assets. Our platform also syncs mark-to-market adjustments to mark the current value of holdings,
and gives you a single, clear view from your accounting system of your crypto and non-crypto
assets.

Unlock Decentralized Finance (DeFi)

DeFi is reshaping the financial services industry as we speak, and more than ever, robust
tooling to support this new industry is required. Bitwave is the first accounting or tax solution to
natively and comprehensively support the current wave of DeFi products, including liquidity
pools, lending pools, and staking contracts.

Having trouble tracking your profits or staking? Concerned about unknown dApp interfaces?
Bitwave can address these challenges and more, with built-in support for numerous DeFi
contracts and aggregators, such as Compound and MakerDAO, plus Curve, and Balancer.
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Optimize Taxes and Ensure Compliance

Every crypto transaction is potentially a taxable event, and a comprehensive software solution is
needed to track crypto tax liabilities on an ongoing basis. Bitwave tracks the cost basis of every
transaction and calculates the gains and losses for both short term and long term capital gains.

Plus, Bitwave allows you to select the best crypto tax strategy for your business goals. Last-in,
First-out (LIFO) spends the most recent coins you’ve acquired — using coins close to the
current market price to keep capital gains and losses small. First-in, First-out (FIFO) uses the
coins you acquired first — ensuring your gains or losses are long-term but may imply high
capital gains if you got into the crypto game early. We also support cost averaging and specific
selection, and allow you to run multiple scenarios to select the best strategy.

Enable Crypto AR/AP

You can now use crypto to pay contractors or vendors, or receive compensation for services.
Bitwave’s Bill Pay feature makes it easy to pay invoices in crypto and is tightly integrated with
your accounting system. Don't spend days every week handing crypto payroll; Bitwave makes it
easy. With Bitwave, you can also invoice customers in crypto or allow your customers to pay fiat
invoices in cryptocurrencies.

Next Steps with Bitwave

Email Bitwave at info@bitwave.io if you’d like to:

● Track DeFi ROI

● Integrate and reflect cryptocurrency accounting with your general ledger

● Eliminate manual mark-to-market calculations

● Use customizable tax strategies, LIFO, FIFO, Specific Identification

● Deploy a single platform for crypto bill pay and invoicing
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